Risk Assessment • Threat Monitoring • Threat Training • Vulnerability Testing • Incident Response • Forensic Analysis • Remediation

In light of recent events, all firms, organizations and individuals, globally,
are asking themselves, “Am I going to be proactive related to my
cybersecurity readiness or reactive when the inevitable effects of a cyber
attack forces me to change the manner in which I have been addressing
this situation."

- Peter Fiorillo

The Benefits:
• Industry leading, cost-effective endto-end agnostic integrated solution
developed by industry leading
partners with measurable ROI
• Unique & proprietary methodologies
that integrate into existing client
platforms driving down the cost to
use, train and update
• Subject matter and related industry
expertise retained globally over
decades provide solutions that
create measurable savings to clients
• Management can be proactive and
identify potential cyber-risk for
which they are accountable rather
then draining resources reacting
• Provides threat monitoring, threat
hunting and threat training for each
person in the company resulting in
significant savings over time
• Offers an immediately deployable,
solution in which initial results are
delivered quickly containing
litigation, remediation and disruption
costs
• Top forensic and incident response
talent based around the world to
react immediately
• Leverages a proven five step process
to access your cybersecurity risk
exposure that is frictionless and ties
into your existing technology

Are you prepared?
There is no question that cybercrime is a rapidly growing threat to anyone who
uses a computer, cell phone or the Internet. Many companies are struggling to
keep pace with evolving and covert cybersecurity threats as offenders are
becoming extremely intelligent.
These organizations are turning to PragerMetis Technology, LLC, a market leader
in cybersecurity, risk intelligence and regulatory compliance, as PragerMetis has
been solving problems for its clients since 1919. PragerMetis International has
office locations around the globe serving over 12,000 clients worldwide.
PragerMetis Technology uses a flexible, scalable and fully integrated suite of
products and services to help firms prepare in advance of a cyber event or to
respond once an incident has been identified. This unique and proprietary
“Cybersecurity Integrated Solution” provides a blended integration of leading
edge technology, tools and products combined with subject-matter-expertise, and
industry knowledge that utilizes the best practices and most effective threat
monitoring, hunting and training methods to protect its clients.
It was estimated that over 300,000 computers, in over 150 countries were
affected by the recent WannaCry worm released on Friday, May 12, 2017. The
attacks had a much wider impact than anything ever seen before. These types of
attacks will continue to be a growing threat to companies, organizations and
individuals of all sizes. Doing nothing is not an option.
Upon notification of this attack, PragerMetis and its affiliated partners responded
quickly to its client base currently utilizing its suite of cybersecurity integrated
solutions while the remediation and patches were quickly deployed to mitigate
the impact of this global event. This was a significant wake-up call to many
hospitals, municipalities, universities, financial institutions, energy, transportation,
manufacturing and professional services organizations as well as individual people,
who work from home.
The unique value proposition of PragerMetis Technology is the manner in which
each component of its “Cybersecurity Integrated Solution” leverages across the
entire organization where protections and notifications occur at every level in the
company on a continuous basis. With strong financial services, healthcare, global
energy, transportation, technology, manufacturing, retail, government, public
sector and education industry experience, let PragerMetis assist you.

Financial • Healthcare • Energy • Technology • Education • Retail • Entertainment • Public Sector • Manufacturing • Transportation
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Access to complete end-to-end “Cybersecurity Integrated Solution” platform
24/7 threat monitoring, threat hunting and threat analysis
Cybersecurity gap analysis
Automated threat training and education modules
Cybersecurity risk assessment (see automated tool below)
Penetration & Vulnerability testing (industry leading proprietary methodology)
Security information & event monitoring services (SIEM)
Breach response legal support and insurance services
Forensic analysis & risk intelligence services
Interim chief information security officer (CISO) services
Turn-key cybersecurity written policies, procedures and best practices
Incident response plan, policies and procedures
Annual written statement certifying compliance
General & third-party vendor assessments
Risk control & self-assessment (RCSA)
Key risk indicator monitoring (KRI)
Scenario analysis with resource allocation analysis
Loss data benchmarking & event monitoring
Risk profiling & risk appetite analysis
Cybersecurity data collection, benchmarking and analysis
Regulatory compliance & audit review services

Highlights of our Automated Cybersecurity Risk Assessment Capability:
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Leading fully automated cybersecurity risk assessment tool in the marketplace used by companies of all sizes
Provides a holistic view of enterprise-wide information security by business segment or entity
Loaded with 34 international information security standards & frameworks, others easily loaded
These standards & frameworks include: NIST, ISO, FFIEC, HIPAA/ HITECH, PCI DSS, AICPA TSC, COBIT, FERPA, FedRAMP
Compliance reviews performed against most standards and readiness assessments in advance of various types of formal audits,
compliance or regulatory reviews
SAAS based tool or available “On-Premise” with scoring and rating metrics for benchmarking and comparative analysis
Generates automated reports for all levels in a company identifying controls, weaknesses and recommendations
Adds an entire new level of cybersecurity risk assessment that most firms have failed to achieve to date
Automates controls for assessing, evaluating, and reporting by location and jurisdiction addressing regulatory expectations
Controls and evaluations are updated based on information data bases accumulated and learned from real world breaches
Currently being used by several regulators now in private practice because of the unique & proprietary “cross-walk” capability

For more information contact Peter Fiorillo, President & CEO, PragerMetis Technology, LLC
E: pfiorillo@pragermetis.com
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